Abstract. The paper presents the results of experiments on the interaction of low-coherence laser radiation with low density volume-structured materials and solid-state density materials, performed at the facility "KANAL-2" [1] . The data on scattering, absorption, and transport of low-coherence heating laser radiation through plasmas from low-density volume-structured materials and solid density materials have been analyzed. The experiments have demonstrated that laser radiation of low coherence effectively interacts with low density materials, and materials of solid-state density.
INTRODUCTION
The state of the art of laser-matter interaction research is characterized by intensive development of super-high-power laser facilities such as Iskra-6, in Russia; LMJ, in France; NIF, in the USA. The main aim of these facilities is "burning" of the thermonuclear reaction in target with fuel.
The principal feature of such projects is the presence of a target super-compressed by highly homogeneous laser radiation. The achievement of such homogeneity of radiation is a complex scientific and engineering problem, which is being solved, at present, by technically complex and expensive methods (phase plates, adaptive optics, and so on). The uniform distribution of the radiation intensity over the target surface has a significant influence on the parameters of the thermonuclear plasma at the final stage of compression; this is why the homogeneity of the target irradiation is an important factor in the ICF problem.
One way to resolve the above issues is the development of laser systems with a controllable degree of radiation coherence. It is known [1] that the decrease in the degree of spatial coherence of the laser beam leads to suppression of small-scale self-focusing of radiation in the optical laser medium. And temporal coherence affects the gain of the signal propagating in the active medium [2] . Controlling coherence can improve the efficiency of the laser system with simplified requirements for the optical scheme of the laser system. Also for improving the transport and transfer of the laser energy to the plasma, special materials were proposed, as well as using structured targets [3] . An example of such materials are low density volume-structured materials, which are being suggested for homogeneous distribution of laser intensity on target surface [4] .
In the present paper the experimental study of backscattered radiation from plasma and radiation transmitted through the plasma are discussed. Plasma was created by low-coherence laser radiation. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments have been performed with the Nd-glass laser facility «KANAL-2». The target was irradiated by one beam of neodymium glass laser radiation (characteristics presented in Table 1 ). The parameters of laser radiation are not changed in experiments. The spot size of laser radiation focused on the target surface was ∼170 or 350 m. The scheme of the laser system allows to control the coherence of radiation: we change the angle of divergence, number of transverse modes, width of laser line, simultaneously, and therefore the degree of coherence is changed. The laser consists of a master oscillator, preamplification system and serial cascade amplifiers. The formation of spatial-temporal characteristics of the laser radiation takes place in the master oscillator, and required for loading of the cascade pre-amplifiers the radiation contrast, and the level of energy at the given pulse duration are provided. In this laser scheme, spatial filters between successive amplification cascades and complex optical devices for laser beam wave front correction are absent. It allows one to significantly simplify the laser scheme and to decrease the total number of optical elements used in the amplifying laser path. For a laser radiation linewidth of 42 Å the coherence time is equal to 8 · 10 −13 seconds. In the experiments polymer aerogels and solid-state foils were used. Polymer aerogel of triacetate cellulose (TAC) is structured as a 3D network [5] . The density of TAC targets was 50; 10; 9; 4.5; 4; 2.25 and 2 mg/cm 3 . The target thickness was 100-2000 m. Solid-state targets were metal (Cu, Mg, Gd, Al) foils with thickness from 100 m.
Energy of heating laser radiation, backscattering radiation from plasma and radiation transmitted through the plasma were measured. Measurements of backscattering and transmitted energy were performed in limited spatial angle, equal to the spatial angle of the laser focusing system.
For the present experimental scheme (Fig. 1 ), the energy balance may be written as equation:
with E l -energy of heating laser radiation, E abs -energy absorbed by target plasma, E bs -energy of backscattering radiation in aperture of focusing lens, E f s+tr -energy of radiation transmitted through the plasma, registered in limited aperture of optical system, E s -energy of radiation scattered by plasma in another directions and not registered in experimental conditions. For solid-state target the penetration of laser energy through the plasma and target does not occur at presented experimental conditions, but for TAC targets it was found that through the TAC plasma a considerable part of the laser energy may penetrate (up to 70% from heating laser energy).
The energy transmitted through the TAC targets decreases with increase in the aerogel thickness (l), with increase in the target density ( ), with increase in the target linear mass ( l) [6] . At increasing the thickness, density and consequently linear mass, the mass matter interacting with laser radiation is rising. As a result the size of the plasma layer and plasma region with electron density close to critical electron density are increased. Near these regions reflection and absorption of the main part of laser energy occurs, and consequently the part of laser energy transmitted through the plasma is decreased. Also energy E was estimated:
It was revealed that E is going up with increasing linear mass of TAC target ( Fig. 2A) . Whereas one component of E is the energy absorbed by the target, the form of curve characterizing the dependence E( l) is interpreted as increasing of plasma volume and mass of target matter interacted with laser radiation, in wich absorption process take place.
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Also it was found that for TAC targets with identical density and thickness the part of laser energy transmitted through the plasma is reduced at increasing power flux density of the heating radiation (Fig. 2B) . To explain this effect it is needed to adress to electron temperature dependence on laser energy and E [6] : electron temperature grows with increasing E l and E and consequently E abs grows, herewith considerable growth of backscattering energy is not found.
In addition the energy transmitted through the plasma dependences on linear mass were plotted for different laser energy intervals (on Fig. 2 .C graphs are presented for 40-50 and 90-100 J intervals). From Fig. 2 .C one can see that the part of energy transmitted through the plasma depends on target linear mass, laser energy, as well as other target and laser radiation parameters, and it results in dispersion of experimental data at identical linear mass and laser energy.
It was found that energy of the radiation backscattered into the focusing lens aperture is less than 1% for all types of targets used in the presented experiments. But for solid-state targets, energy backscattered in the focusing lens aperture is bigger than for TAC targets. In spite of so small a value of backscattering radiation energy, nonlinear processes can not be ignored. This is indicated by the changing of backscattering radiation spectrum (broadening) and the harmonic generation in plasma (2 0 , 3/2 0 and 5/2 0 ).
Detailed study of energy balance dependence on the laser radiation parameters is among our future investigations.
CONCLUSIONS
The performed laser-matter interaction experiments demonstrated that the low-coherence laser radiation effectively interacts with low density and solid-state materials. At irradiation of low density TAC targets a significant part of laser energy (up to 70%) penetrates through the plasma created by laser radiation. But the fraction of energy transmitted through the target plasma depends on many factors: parameters of targets and laser radiation. The low coherence laser radiation has a small reflection coefficient. The revealed dependences indicate the nonlinear character of absorption processes and reflection of laser radiation for targets. 
